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SOFT VARIABLES (SVS)
The use of soft, or unquantified, variables is
widespread in system dynamics. By their na-
ture soft variables are difficult to measure,
however to omit such variables is equivalent to
saying they have zero effect, probably the only
value that is known to be wrong [1]!

The purpose of this study is to pro-
pose a methodology by which soft variables
can be incorporated into a system dynamics
model.

RIOT MODEL
To illustrate the method an existing model
on the dynamics of riot growth [2] is ex-
tended to include soft variables. This model
consisted of quantified variables only: ri-
oters who recruit by word of mouth, R1,
from potential rioters with diminishing ef-
fect, B1. Rioters cause incidents, riot events,
and eventualy leave the riot by self action, or
arrest, to become ex-rioters, B2.

Although rioter enthusiasm, media re-
ports, sympathy and strength of cause, were
discussed by [2] they were not modelled.
These are the candidates for soft variables to
be added to the model.

METHODOLOGY
1. Indentification of Soft Variables (SVs)

• General Description. How is the concept
informally described?

• Aggregation. Is the concept a single irreducible
entity or is it a collection of entities?

• Ordering. Does the concept have a clear ordering?

• Potential Measures. How could the concept be
potentially measured?

The concept can be considered an SV [3, 4].
2. Construction of Modular Structure.

Express CLD of model in modular form, each SV
represented by a module.

3. Construction of SV sub-models
• Scale. Does the SV have a min and/or max value?

• Units. Are there any suggested units of measure
for the SV?

• Nature. Is the SV a stock, converter or flow?

• Inputs. What outside elements have an effect on
the SV?

• Outputs. What outside elements does the SV af-
fect?

4. Use of SVs
• Effect of SV. How many different model elements

does the SV affect? Construct one interface for each.

• Combinations of SVs. How are different SV
effects combined before they influence another ele-
ment? Combine in pairs according to the degree one
SV reduces or enhances the effect of the other. The
strict and lenient forms of cognitive algebra [5].

IDENTIFCATION OF SVS

Media Interest becomes an SV
with potential measures in-
cluding length and position
of newspaper reports. Like-
wise Rioter Enthusiasm, pos-
sibly measured by time de-
voted to the cause. Both en-
hance rioter recruitment, R2
and R3, and the latter rioter
retention R5. The original
model [2] is extended to in-
clude the new effects, and
written as an enhanced CLD.

The Strength of the Cause is a
soft constant and helps generate en-

thusiasm along with the riot size.
However sympathy for the cause is
better measured by disaggregating
the susceptible population into sym-
pathisers and potential sympathis-
ers, rather than an SV. Media Influ-
ence helps create sympathy by con-
trolling the flow between these two
population stocks R4.

Rioter enthusiasm is also af-
fected by the arrest rate B3 which in
turn opposes recruitment and reten-
tion, B5 and B6, (not shown).

The CLD, enhanced with
stock identification, displays
new elements in italics, with
new causal links as dotted lines.

MODULAR STRUCTURE
The enhanced CLD is made modular, with the Population with Riot sub-model containing all
population stocks with loops R1, and B1-B4. There is a module for each of the two SVs, and
seven modules representing the effect of the population and the SVs on each other.

CONSTRUCTION OF SVS
Both SVs are modelled with generic struc-
tures [6], a limited scale and a single stock;
achieved with goal seeking B1m and drain-
ing B2m processes, e.g. Media Interest:

By placing SV sub-model in a module its data and
units are hidden from the rest of the model. The SV is
understood by the response of its output to its inputs
alone, called referential transparency [7]. Its behaviour
is similar to stock adjustment but with an upper limit.
Outputs of modules are normalised to a 0 . . . 1 scale.

USE OF SVS
The interface between the soft variables and
the population variables are placed in mod-
ules, e.g. the effect of enthusiasm x and me-
dia y on riot recruitment f(x, y):

Three possible combinations of x and y are:
Strict f(x, y) = xy, the logical AND
Compromise f(x, y) = (x+ y)/2, the average
Lenient f(x, y) = x+ y − xy, the logical OR

where 0 ≤ f(x, y) ≤ 1. The lenient is preferred in this
case as either media interest or rioter enthusiasm is suffi-
cient for recruitment, the one effect enhancing the other.

RESULTS & CONCLUSION
The calibration sequence was adopted:

1. Reproduce historical fit of original model (top
left) with both SVs switched off.

2. Produce realistic graphs for both SVs without
completing feedback on population.

3. Introduce the effect of the SVs: sympathy, re-
tention and recruitment in sequence, increasing
gradually while keeping historic fit (top left).

The revised model has a richer explanation than
the original, with reusable soft variable compo-
nents and a reproducible methodology.
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